Abstract. We address a method of approximate calculation of optimal control policy applicable to a particular class of stochastic control problems, whose stochastic dynamics exhibit a certain convexity preserving property. Problems of this type appear in many applications and encompass important examples arising in the area of optimal stopping and in the framework of control, based on partial observations. Utilizing this specific structure, we suggest a numerical method which enjoys a number of desirable properties. In particular, we work out a remarkably strong method for calculation of the value function: Within our numerically well-tractable approach, we show a convergence to the value function of the original problem uniformly on compact sets. This issue can be of great advantage, particularly for high-dimensional control problem, where the only competing methods from lest-squares Monte-Carlo family are able to serve merely L p -convergence, under several restrictions. Since the presented algorithm is simple, stable and the procedures are dimensionindependent, the author hopes that it can help solving high dimensional control problems when other methods reach their computational limits.
1. Introduction. Complex industrial problems are frequently formulated as sequential decisions under uncertainty. In mathematical terms, these problems can be addressed as discrete-time stochastic control. In this field, a variety of computational methods have been developed. However, the complexity of typical real-world questions usually goes beyond what is computationally feasible.
From a practical view point, if an exact solution is out of reach, any reasonable approximation is valuable. With this perspective, the theory of approximate dynamic programming aims at providing a generalized view on theoretical insights, working solutions, and well-performing heuristics in the area of discrete-time stochastic control. The interested reader will find in the book [17] a review of current challenges from industrial practice and on the state-of-art in the theory of approximate stochastic programming, this book also yields a bibliography to the important work in this field.
Crucial challenges in stochastic control originate from the high-dimensionality of the state space, the observation space, and of the space of available actions. In the present work, we focus on computational problems arising from the high dimension of the state space, but restrict our scope to systems whose dynamics is controlled by a finite number of actions.
Numerous approaches have been suggested in the literature to treat such problems. Most of these contributions deal either with finite discretization of the state space, or with an approximation of functions on the state space. For instance, the least-squares Monte Carlo approach approximates value function by linear combinations of a set of basic feature functions. Motivated by financial applications, most importantly the pricing of American options on large baskets of underlying interests, the least squares Monte Carlo method has attracted the attention of most quants and financial engineers over the last decade. Following earlier works [5, 20, 21] , the contribution of Longstaff and Schwartz [14] enjoyed unprecedented popularity and became the source of subsequent research focused on its theoretical justification. For instance, convergence issues are addressed in [6] and later generalized in [19, 7] and [8] , extensions to multiple exercise rights were considered in [4] , and most recently studied in [2] where the connections to statistical learning theory and the theory of empirical processes is emphasized. For an overview of the applications of Monte Carlo methods in financial engineering we refer the interested reader to Glasserman's book [10] and to the literature cited therein. Beyond financial applications, function approximation methods have also been used to capture local behavior of value functions, and advanced regression methods, e.g. kernel methods [15, 16] , local polynomial regression [9] , and neural networks [3] , have been brought to bear with this goal in mind. In the particular case of partially observable Markov decision processes, several specific approaches have been suggested [13] . The survey [11] gives an overview of these methods and describes applications to autonomous robot navigation.
To highlight the main contribution of our work, let us compare it to the the classical least-squares Monte-Carlo and explain to which extent our methodology yields an improvement. One of the main advantages of the least-squares approach is that it reduces computations to simple linear algebraic operations in low dimension. The theoretical justification of this method relies on the convergence results, which state that if both the dimension of basis function space and Monte Carlo sample are chosen sufficiently large, then one approaches the solution of the problem. However, they can not be chosen independently. More precisely, under appropriate assumptions, [19] and [2] provide conditions on the relative growths of these two sizes which ensure the convergence. On this account, one encounters two major problems in practical applications of the least-squares Monte-Carlo method:
1) an appropriate choice of basis functions turns out to be difficult, particularly for high-dimensional state spaces; 2) increasing the size of the basis may cause oscillations if the sample size is too small.
In our setting, there is no problem with the choice of function space, nor with oscillation. We introduce a specific approximation of convex value functions by piecewise affine linear convex functions in terms of subgradients. The choice of subgradients is uniquely determined by their supporting points. On this account, instead of choosing basis function space, we encounter a much easier problem of specifying an appropriate grid within the state space.
In applications of the least-squares Monte-Carlo method, the second issue in (1.1) is particulary discouraging. It turns out that for high dimensional control problems one necessarily requires high basis space dimension. For this, the required size of the Monte-Carlo sample must be chosen appropriately large and may reach computational limits. In our approach, the growth of the sample size is decoupled from the approximating function space, uniquely determined by the grid. We show that the grid can be chosen arbitrarily tight, independently of distribution sampling. In this context, we obtain a number of remarkable convergence properties, which essentially allow approximating value functions uniformly on bounded sets.
We present a simple and efficient algorithm to solve specific stochastic control problems under consideration. The idea is based on the approximations of value functions in terms of piecewise affine linear functions. We handle such functions in terms of matrices, which reduces the backward induction to a sequence of a few simple algebraic transformations.
Finally, let us mention at which point our approach is related to the insightful work [12] , which is devoted to discrete-time convex stochastic control problems. The authors show in detail that utilizing convexity of value functions allows their efficient approximation. In particular, both lower and upper bounds are derived for approximate control problems along with approximation of the control policy. The results are formulated in terms of the disretization of disturbances, also used in our approach, with similar martingale-type arguments and relations to convexity. However, placed within a different and rather specific framework, our technique is less related to the convexity rather to a specific form of the transition kernel. More importantly, we focus on algorithmically tractable and solvable approximations, which are presented in the form of an efficient numerical scheme.
2. Markov decision problems. In our setting, sequential decisions under uncertainty are covered by the framework of the Markov decision theory. In the finitehorizon case, this theory addresses the following specific situation: A stochastic system process (X t ) T t=0 follows a controlled Markovian evolution, which means that at any time t = 0, . . . , T − 1 the agent can take an admissible action a ∈ A to change the law of transition from t to t + 1. Such an action a causes an immediate reward r t (X t , a) which depends on the current situation X t and on the action a through a pre-specified reward function r t which depends on time t. The goal of the agent is to maximize the expectation of the reward accumulated from control of the system within the entire time horizon t ∈ {0, . . . , T }.
Let us follow [1] to set up some notions from Markov decision theory, which we slightly adapt for our purposes. Consider the state and the actions spaces E, A, equipped with σ-algebra E and A respectively. For each time step t = 0, . . . , T − 1 the decision rule π t is given by a measurable mapping π t : E → A, prescribing at time t in the state x ∈ E the action π t (x) ∈ A. A sequence π = (π t )
T −1 t=0 of decision rules is called policy. The change of the transition law by agent's action at time t = 0, . . . , T − 1 is described by the stochastic kernel Q t from E × A to E, with the interpretation that Q t (B|(x, a)) is the probability to reach a state in B ⊂ E at time t + 1, if the action a ∈ A is applied in the state x ∈ E at time t. The rewards at times t = 0, . . . , T − 1 are given by measurable functions r t : E × A → R, describing a revenue r t (x, a) if at the time t in the state x the action a is taken. When the system arrives at time t = T in the state x ∈ E, the agent collects r T (x), described by a pre-specified measurable function r T : E → R, which is called scrap value.
For each policy π = (π t )
T −1 t=0 and each starting point x ∈ E at time t = 0, . . . , T −1, there exists a measure P x,π t on the σ-algebra σ(X t , . . . , X T ) with P x,π t (X t = x) = 1 whose Markovian dynamics depends on (π s )
for each s = t, . . . , T − 1, B ∈ E. Let us denote by E x,π t the expectation with respect to P x,π t for each x ∈ E. Starting in the state x and following the policy π = (π t )
T −1 t=0 , the expected cumulative reward is
The goal of Markov decision theory is to determine a policy π * = (π * t )
T −1 t=0 , which is optimal in the sense that it satisfies
To determine an optimal policy, Markov decision theory introduces two main ingredients, the policy values
and the value functions
whose existence requires additional considerations.
The calculation of the optimal policy is addressed in the following setting. Introduce for t = 0, . . . , T − 1 the operator
which acts on each measurable function v : E → R where the above integral exists.
With the operator L t , define for each x ∈ E and each decision rule π t the so-called Bellman operators
Finally, consider the Bellman recursion
Under appropriate assumptions, there exists a recursive solution (v t ) T t=0 to the Bellman recursion, which yields the value functions and determines an optimal policy. Basically, these assumptions are needed to solve two major difficulties in obtaining a recursive solution to (2.6) starting with (2.5): The existence of the integrals, which occur when following Bellman recursion
and the measurability of the resulting function, which is not clear since the supremum is taken over a possibly not countable set A.
To address the integrability and measurability problems, additional assumptions are required. For instance, the existence of the so-called upper-bounding function yields a simple sufficient condition to ensure the integrability of functions, which appear in the Bellman recursion. For later use, let us recall the notion of upper bounding function from [1] :
Let us assume that an upper bounding function exists and turn to measurability.
There are no measurability problems if T −1 t=0 yield an optimal policy. This result is referred to as the verification theorem, (see [1] ). For our purposes, we conclude that if there exists an upper bounding function and the action space A is finite, then Bellman recursion yields an optimal policy in terms of maximizing decision rules.
In this work, we restrict ourselves to Markov decision problems with a finite action space A and ensure the existence of an upper bounding function. On this account, we obtain all value functions along with the corresponding optimal policy from the solution of the Bellman recursion.
3. Convex switching systems. For the reminder of this work, we concentrate on Markov decision models with a specific structure. We assume that the state space E = P × R d is the product of a finite space P of positions with measurable space
We suppose that the position component p of the state variable (p, z) ∈ E is deterministically driven using a finite set A of controls, whereas the second component z ∈ R d follows uncontrolled stochastic evolution. Let us describe the deterministic position control in terms of a pre-specified function
where α(p, a) ∈ P is the new position if the previous position was p ∈ P and the action a ∈ A was taken. Furthermore, we suppose that the second component follows uncontrolled linear dynamics
where the sequence (
Let us call such specific Markov decision problem a switching system. For switching system, the transition kernel acts as
and the Bellman operators are defined for each decision rule π t at t = 0, . . . , T − 1 by
In what follows, many arguments are based on convexity properties. For us, the important result is about convergence of convex functions: Namely, it turns out that the pointwise convergence of a sequence of convex functions on a dense set G ⊂ R d implies their pointwise convergence on whole R d , in which case the function sequence also converges uniformly on bounded sets (see [18] , Theorem 10.8). Beyond pointwise convergence, we will need convergence of integrals of convex functions. To ensure this, we use estimates based on the global Lipschitz continuity of functions.
Recall that a function φ :
Let us introduce the function space
φ is convex and globally Lipschitz continuous}.
To control the integrability along a converging sequence (f n ) n∈N ⊂ L of convex functions, we require that there exists one universal constant, which serves as a global Lipschitz constant for all functions in this sequence. This leads us to the following concept:
ULCC-sequence (uniformly Lipschitz continuous converging sequence of convex functions), if it holds that:
a) (f n ) n∈N is uniformly Lipschitz continuous in the sense that
Because of convexity, each ULCC sequence (f n ) n∈N converges lim n∈N f n = f uniformly on compact sets.
Furthermore, the limiting function f is also convex and globally Lipschitz continuous f ∈ L whose global Lipschitz constant is inherited from the uniform Lipschitz constant of the ULCC sequence (f n ) n∈N . If a switching system possesses convex and globally Lipschitz continuous reward functions
then we call such a Markov decision problem a convex switching system. In the reminder, we show that convex switching systems enjoy important practical applications and suggest an efficient numerical procedure for their policy optimization.
Remark: The notion of convex switching systems encompasses a narrow class of Markov decision problems. Clearly, the assumptions on finite action spaces A is rather restrictive here. However, we shall see below that this problem type covers an important class of optimal stopping and switching problems, and even within this subclass there are many important applications. Furthermore, we consider the restriction to finite actions and position sets as natural, in view of the algorithmic solution we
propose. Note that we address a maximization problem and apply convexity arguments, which differs from the usual philosophy where maximization uses concavity and minimization utilizes convexity (of value functions, depending on continuous action parameter).
4. Realizations of convex switching systems. Let us demonstrate that convex switching systems cover important applications. It turns out that diverse discretetime control problems of optimal stopping and switching, also in the framework of partial observation, can be treated under the framework of convex switching systems.
Example 1: Consider the valuation of an American Put option in discrete time, which is equivalent to the valuation of the so-called Bermudian Put. Here, the discounted asset price (Z t ) T t=0 at time steps 0, . . . , T is modeled as a sampled geometric Brownian motion
where (W t ) T t=1 are independent random variables following log-normal distribution. In this framework, the un-discounted asset price follows
where the parameter ρ ≥ 0 stands for the continuously compounded interest rate, paid per time interval. The fair price of an option with strike price K and maturity date T is given by the solution to the optimal stopping problem
The corresponding switching system is defined by two positions and two actions as follows: P = {1, 2}, A = {1, 2}. Here, the positions option already exercised and exercise right is still available are represented by p = 1, p = 2 respectively and the actions 'stop' and 'go' are denoted by a = 1 and a = 2. With this interpretation, the position change is given by
The reward
is paid only once, when the system transforms from the position 2 to 1 Note that the reward functions are written as a maximum of two affine linear functions
for all p ∈ P , a ∈ A, z ∈ R. Assuming that at maturity, the option is exercised automatically, we write also the scrap value as a maximum of two affine linear functions
for all , p ∈ P , z ∈ R. Thus, all reward functions and all scrap values are globally Lipschitz continuous and convex, in accordance to the assumption (3.2).
In some applications, certain transformations are usually required, before a control problem can be recognized as a convex switching system. The point is that the state space of a given Markov decision problem needs usually to be embedded into an appropriate vector space to realize the underlying dynamics in the matrixmultiplicative form Z t+1 = W t+1 Z t . Let us show how such embedding may work.
Example 2: Consider a storage management problem, where the level of a commodity in a storage facility, available within a time horizon 0, . . . , T , needs to be controlled over time. In this application, P is the set of possible levels of the commodity in the storage, after appropriate discretization with a step size q > 0. Given storage costs and random price fluctuations, the controller has to decide when to purchase the commodity and fill the storage, or when to withdraw form the storage selling it at the market price. Here, the set A describes actions which can be taken in order to change the level in the storage facility, each action a ∈ A yields a transition from the previous storage level p to a new level α(p, a), pre-determined by the action a. Assume that (Z t ) T t=0 describes the Markovian evolution of the market (spot) price of the underlying commodity. More generally, the stateZ t at time t could be multivariate, in which case the first component ofZ t = (Z
) is usually the market (spot) price of the commodity at time t. The other components may be latent variables representing the current market conditions, stochastic factors which may be required to ensure the Markov property of the price dynamics. Let us assume that (Z t ) t∈N follows the dynamics of a linear state space model recursively defined bỹ
variables. Such a model captures not only plain auto regressive models, but also time series models with seasonal and trend components. To describe the dynamics in the multiplicative form, we embed the state
With this, we obtain the evolution as
showing that the disturbances (W t ) T t=1 must be defined accordingly, as
At any time t, suppose that reward is given by
thereby, the factor (p − α(p, a))qZ 
For simplicity, assume further that the storage must be returned to the owner at time T at the prespecified levelp ∈ P or the difference to this level must be settled financially. In this case, the scrap value is also given by a linear function
for all p ∈ P and z ∈ R d . Surprisingly, some non-linear dynamics can be captured under the convex switching system framework, after appropriate modification. In the following example we suggest a slight change the GARCH recursion in order to treat the corresponding time series as convex switching dynamics.
Example 3 Consider GARCH recursions, which are popular in modeling the evolution of the so-called log-returns (Y t ) t∈Z of a financial asset. In these applications, the random variable Y t stands for the increments from time t − 1 to t of the logarithmic price. The dynamics (Y t ) t∈Z is modeled as a so-called GARCH series. The GARCH model is defined in terms of a pre-specified, independent, identically distributed zeromean, unit-variance noise (N t ) t∈Z . More precisely, the processes (σ 2 t ) t∈Z , (X 2 t ) t∈Z and (Y t ) t∈Z are introduced as solutions to
such that (σ 2 t ) t∈Z is predictable and (X t ) t∈Z , (Y t ) t∈Z are adapted with respect to the filtration generated by the noise (N t ) t∈Z . To ensure the existence of the unique solution to the GARCH recursions, the coefficients are required to satisfy
From the recursions (4.4) and (4.5) it follows that modeling of the conditioned variance σ
According to the GARCH theory, the process (σ 2 t ) t∈Z correctly captures volatility clustering, empirically observed in financial time series. However, since the log-return Y t = σ 2 t N t requires a non-linear transformation of the state variable σ 2 t , the series (Y t ) t∈Z does not follow linear state dynamics, which we target. However, a slight change can help here. Namely, deviating from the original interpretation of σ 2 t conditioned variance, let us understand this variable as the conditioned standard deviation of the log-return. With this, we obtain instead of the last equation (4.5) 6) which yields the desired convex switching dynamics. For instance, for p = q = 1, we obtain
Introducing the state variablesZ t = (Y t , X with the random matrixW t+1 resulting from (4.7). This state dynamics for logreturns yields also a linear state dynamics for the logarithm ln(S t ) of the asset price (S t ) T t=0 , obtained as a partial sum ln(S t ) = ln(
with the matrix E = [1, 0, . . . , 0], giving the required increment EZ t = Y t for the logarithmic asset price ln(S t+1 ) = ln(S t ) + Y t . Based on the modified GARCH(1,1) model, we obtain a convex switching dynamics
, where the logarithmic asset price is represented by the first component Z
(1) t of the state vector Z t . An interesting application of the proposed model could be determining the optimal exercise time of an American Call with strike price K, given an interest rate ρ > 0. Note that the discounted payoff at time t of this option is given by a convex function on the state space
hence the exercise problem can be treated by the presented convex switching methodology. Note that this problem is about exercise time optimization from the perspective of the objective measure. Compared to the risk-neutral modeling, this is a significantly more complicated high-dimensional optimal stopping problem, since the time-changing volatility matters here.
Example 4 Methods from Markov Decision Theory are applicable for Markovian evolutions only. However, in practice one deals with random evolutions, rarely satisfying Markovian assumptions. Usually both the recent observation and also a near past of the random evolution influence future observations. In addition, the relevant information comes from different sources, which requires multivariate modeling. In such a context, the so-called vector-auto-regressions (VAR) are appropriate. Here, one assumes that the stochastic evolution (Y t ) t∈Z follows a recursive data-generating mechanism
where the random variables and the driving noise are q-dimensional
with independent, identically distributed noise variables (ε t ) t∈Z and coefficient matrices A 1 , . . . , A p . To estimate the coefficient matrices and the noise variance, the socalled transitory representation of the vector auto-regression is usually more suitable than the original recursion (4.8). The transitory form of the vector auto-regression is given as a recursive equation
for the increments
with coefficient matrices
noise mean µ = E(ǫ t ) and centered noise ε t = ǫ t − µ for all t ∈ Z. These quantities are usually estimated using statistical techniques based on least-squares fit. The advantage of the transitory representation becomes evident when the increments (∆Y t ) t∈Z follow a stationary process whereas the original evolution (Y t ) t∈Z is not stationary. Such situations appear frequently, in which case the estimation of coefficient matrices Π, Γ 1 , . . . , Γ p−1 is preferable to that of that of A 1 , . . . , A p . Moreover, if the increments follow stationary processes, then the transitory representation should also be used for the purpose of optimal control. The reason is therefore that a stationary evolution stays within a bounded domain, which is advantageous for the numerical treatment.
Because of this, let us determine a convex switching dynamics for the transitory representation (4.9) of the vector auto-regression. Here, we obtain the state evolution as 
with identity matrix I, which yields the recursion
of the dimension d = p × q + 1, with state vectors Z t+1 , Z t and random matrix W t+1 resulting from (4.10). For instance, Y t could describe prices of financial assets, observed at time t. The transitory form of vector auto regressions are frequently used in modeling of the co-integrated price evolutions to capture temporal and spacial price interdependencies, with some applications to pair trading. In the case that Y t stands for asset prices, one may assume that a finite number of positions in these assets can be taken. The position change by trading yields a reward modeling similar to that in the above example of storage management.
5. Integrability in convex switching systems. In this work, the policy optimization is addressed in terms of recursive solution of Bellman equations. The validity of this approach is ensured by the existence of an upper bounding function, which we discuss now.
Lemma 5.1. Recall that by definition of a convex switching system, the matrix entries of disturbances are integrable
(5.1)
With this, there exists an upper bounding function given by
Proof. Due to global Lipschitz continuity (3.2) of each reward, we obtain for each t = 0, . . . , T , p ∈ P , a ∈ A a global constant c satisfying
Thus the first two estimates in (2.7) are satisfied with
To show the third estimate in (2.7), we use W t z 1 ≤ W t z 1 with the matrix norm
to obtain using (3.1) the estimate
with C 1 = max(E( W t ), 1). That is, the maximum C = C 0 ∨ C 1 is the bounding constant for the upper bounding function b in (5.2).
6. Finite sample approximation. In this section, we address policy optimization. Given Bellman recursions (2.5), (2.6), the major difficulty in
is the calculation of the expectation. In order to approach this numerically, two steps are required. First, to address the calculation of the expectation E (v(α(p, a), W t+1 z)) by numerical integration, an appropriate finite sampling of the distribution of W t+1 must be introduced. However, notice that this expectation must be calculated for each z ∈ R d . Here, a further approximation is required. Namely, to approximately describe the mapping z → E(v(α(p, a), W t+1 z)), this function must be approached by algorithmically tractable objects. Numerous methodologies for function approximations have been suggested in the literature. As mentioned above, the least squares Monte-Carlo method attempts to represent functions by finite coefficient sets, using their representation with respect to a pre-specified function basis. This yields an algorithmically tractable way, boiling down the Bellman recursions to a few low-dimensional linear algebra operations. However, this advantage is achieved at the costs of narrowing the scope to a fixed finite dimensional function space. Our approach follows a similar idea of encoding functions by algorithmically tractable objects. Under our convexity assumptions, we show that there is an efficient way to achieve value function approximations in a basis-free way. Let us introduce our concept, starting with the first step, the sampling of the distribution of disturbances (W t ) T t=1 .
Given a convex switching system as above, we introduce a related control problem, driven by disturbances which take a finite number n ∈ N of possible values. Instead of considering the original disturbances (W t ) T t=1 , we introduce their sampled versions (W 
where the Bellman operator is defined in terms of the modified disturbances
The desired convergence of (v n t )
T t=0 for n → ∞ yields a basis for the second step, where we approach the solution of (6.2) and (6.3) by a numerical algorithm.
Let us propose finite sampling of the realizations of W n t in the spirit of numerical integration. Having introduced a disjoint partition
of all matrices, we define a random variable W n t taking averaged values
on partition elements as
Such sampling is equivalently described by the expectation W n t = E(W t | σ n t ) conditioned on the sigma-algebra σ n t ⊂ σ(W t ) generated as
Assuming that (Π (n) ) n∈N is obtained by sub-partitioning with granularity tending to zero, we obtain a martingale (W n t ) n∈N within the filtration (σ n t ) n∈N . Remark Such martingale-type approximation of disturbances has been applied in [12] , p. 108 to obtain value function approximations along with lower and upper bounds. In higher dimensions, it turns out to be computationally very costly to deal with such discretization. The problem here is to algorithmically handle a calculation of the average point
within each element Π (n) (k) of a potentially large partition Π (n) . In a number of numerical experiments, the author observed that instead of using the conditioned average (6.6) reliable results can be obtained using a simple Monte-Carlo sample, drawn from a sequence of independent identically distributed copies of W t . We address the generalization of our results to this appealing case of Monte-Carlo discretization in a subsequent work.
Example 5 To illustrate the matrix partitioning and the martingale methodology, let us discuss the storage facility management problem introduced in Section 3.
We assume that the commodity price follows an auto-regression of order two, which we realize as a Markovian evolution on the state space R 3 . Let us assume that the commodity price follows an univariate auto-regressive model of order d = 2 with coefficients 0.3 and 0.65, driven by a sequence (ε t ) t∈N of independent identically distributed random variables. We realize such a process as the second component (Z (2) t ) t∈N of the state space process (Z t ) t∈N defined by the recursion
which gives the evolution Z t+1 = W t+1 Z t required for convex switching system. Now, observe that in the matrix
and is represented by the noise variable ε t . Divide the image space of ε t , which is a subset of R, into n non-overlapping intervals (I
and calculate the average points
Introducing the partition of the space of all 3 × 3 matrices as
we obtain the non-random matrices as
The matrices (W n t (k)) n k=1 represent indeed all possible realizations of the discrete matrix valued random variable
which we have introduced as conditional expectation W n t = E(W t | σ n t ) with respect to the σ-algebra (6.5). To obtain the matrix partitioning for the next granularity step n + 1, we repeat the same methodology with intervals (I Having illustrated the matrix partitioning, let us return to the properties of the approximate Bellman operators T n t . Note that T n t requires merely finite summations and maxima operations applied to convex functions. Namely, introduce for k = 1, . . . , n the matrices W n t (k) ∈ M d,d , which stand for all possible realizations of W n t and denote the corresponding probability weights by ν n t (k) = P(W n t = W n t (k)). With this notation, we write
The representation (6.7) shows that each function T n t v(p, ·) is obtained in terms of maxima and summations over convex argument functions
In our approach, we rely on properties of convex functions and combine these with martingale techniques. 
Consider a filtration (σ n ) n∈N satisfying ∨ n∈N σ n = σ(W ) which defines the martingale
Given a ULCC-sequence (f n ) n∈N with f = lim n→∞ f n , define functions
Proof. Each function E(f n (W n ·)) is well-defined, since the existence of the expectation in (6.8) follows from the global Lipschitz continuity of f n and the integrability of W n . Further, the convexity of each function and the uniform Lipschitz continuity of the entire family (E(f n (W n ·))) n∈N are obtained by a straight-forward estimate. Let us show pointwise convergence of (E(f n (W n ·)) n∈N now. Since the closed martingale (W n ) n∈N converges almost surely to W , we obtain lim n→∞ W n z = W z for all z ∈ R d , almost surely. Since the ULCC-sequence (f n ) n∈N converges to f uniformly on bounded sets, we obtain
To conclude from (6.9) our assertion
we need to show for each z ∈ R d the convergence of (f n (W n z)) n∈N to f (W z) in expectation. Note that for each z ∈ R d the almost sure convergence (6.9) would imply the convergence of expectations (6.10), if we could ensure that the family of random variables (f n (W n z)) n∈N is uniformly integrable. (6.11)
Now we turn to the main result, the convergence of the value functions from the discretized scheme. Here we suppose that the original value functions (v t ) T t=0 are defined by (2.5), (2.6) with Bellman operator (6.1), whereas the value functions (v n t ) T t=0 of the sampled problem are obtained via (6.2), (6.3) with Bellman operator (6.4). Hence, the sampling is given in terms of (6.13) and so the Lemma 6.2 is applicable. Proposition 6.3. In the framework described above it holds that
Proof. We prove assertion (6.15) inductively for t + 1 = T, . . . , 1, showing the implication
We start our induction with t + 1 = T . Note that at the beginning, when t + 1 = T , the functions coincide by definition
Thus (v n t+1 (p, ·)) n∈N is a ULCC-sequence with limit
Hence the assumption on the left-hand side of (6.16) is fulfilled for t + 1 = T . Now use Bellman recursions v n t = T n t v n t+1 and v t = T t v t+1 combined with Lemma 6.2 where we set f n = v n t+1 to conclude that the right-hand side of (6.16) follows.
7. Value functions approximations. Proposition 6.3 yields the validity of our numerical integration scheme, it shows that by replacing the integration with appropriate summation in the Bellman operator, one approaches the value function of the original problem for sufficiently fine sampling of the distribution of disturbances. However, this result is of limited practical use. The problem here is that the expectation E(v t+1 (α(p, a), W t+1 z)), must be calculated for each z ∈ R d . Calculation at a single point z does not help approximating the entire function z → E(v t+1 (α(p, a), W t+1 z)).
Numerous methodologies have been suggested in the literature to treat similar problems. Among them is the least-squares Monte Carlo method, which attempts to approach value functions by linear combinations of basis functions. Other function approximation methods have been investigated, including advanced regression methods, kernel methods, local polynomial regression, and neural networks.
In this work, we utilize the convexity properties in approximation of value functions by algorithmically tractable objects. The idea is that a uniformly Lipschitz continuous convex function can be approximated by a maximum over a finite set of affine linear functions. This approach can be viewed under the framework of subgradients, widely used when convex functions come into discussion. We refer the interested reader to the standard text [18] on convex analysis. Let us explain our approach.
Given a function f : R d → R and g ∈ R d , an affine-linear mapping h : R d → R is referred to as a subgradient of f at point g if it holds that
Let us denote a subgradient of f :
If a convex function f is defined on the entire set R d and takes only finite values (as in our case), then at any point g ∈ R d , the set of subgradiensts is not empty (see Theorem 23.4, [18] ).
Having introduced a grid G ⊂ R d , a subgradient envelope S G f of the function f ∈ L on the grid G is defined as the maximum of subgradients determined at each point of the grid:
Consider a sequence (G m ) m∈N of finite grids in R d such that
For each G m introduce the corresponding subgradient envelope S G m as above, by
2)
It seems natural that the sequence of subgradient envelopes (S G m h) approximates the function h ∈ L as the grid becomes tighter for m → ∞. We have an even stronger result 
holds for each g from the dense set ∪ m∈N G m ⊂ R d , which implies pointwise convergence (and also uniform convergence on bounded sets) due to the Theorem 10.8 from [18] .
Below, we utilize this approximation in our numerical method. However, more importantly is that the subgradient envelope turns out to be a suitable object for algorithmic implementation, since all affine linear functions (▽ g f ) g∈G m can be represented by rows within an appropriately constructed matrix. We introduce the algorithmic aspects in the next section.
We study an approximation of the value functions v n t (p, ·) ∈ L resulting from (6.2) -(6.4) in terms of their subgradient envelopes
for all n, m ∈ N.
To formally define our algorithm, let us introduce a modification T n,m t of the Bellman operator T which is defined on functions v : P × R d → R with v(p, ·) ∈ L, under the standing assumption (7.1) with gradient envelopes defined in (7.2) . With these modified Bellman operators, we introduce the recursions
for t = T − 1, . . . , 0.
(7.6)
The goal is to prove that for a sufficiently dense grid, the result of the above recursion yields approximations of the original value functions. For fixed n ∈ N, consider value functions (v 8. Matrix representations of convex functions. To handle piecewise affine linear convex functions algorithmically, we introduce matrix representations of such functions. This simple idea can be illustrated as follows: Consider a convex function on R d , which is given as a maximum over u ∈ N affine linear linear functions
. . , u. Clearly, we can write the function l using matrix multiplication as
Having introduced the embedding
we rewrite (8.1) as
with the matrix
Let us call any matrix L which fulfills (8.2) a matrix representative of the function l.
Example As an illustration, consider the maximum of two affine linear functions, which can be written as
Obviously, different matrices could serve as matrix representatives to a given function. However, a generic matrix representative can be constructed as in (8.3) , by binding coefficients of linear functions, participating in the function representation, as matrix rows.
Recall that the subgradient envelope
. . , g m } is always given as a maximum over m affine linear subgradients. That is, for each f ∈ L the subgradient envelope S G m f possess a matrix representative with at most m rows. Furthermore, if a function f : z → max(Lz) is already given in terms of its matrix representative L ∈ M u,d+1 , then the matrix representative of its grid envelope S G m l is determined by an appropriate sub-choice and re-arrangement of the rows of L.
Let us formally define this row re-arrangement. Given a grid G m as above, introduce the operator Υ G m , which acts on each matrix L ∈ M u,d+1 with an arbitrary number u ∈ N of rows by building a new matrix Υ G m L ∈ M m,d+1 from the rows of L in the following way: The i-th row of the result will be the row of L where the maximum in max(Lg
In other words, this operation determines a subgradient of z → max(Lz) at each grid element g i as the row of L corresponding to the affine linear functional, which dominates on the point g i all other affine linear functionals, participating in the representation of z → max(Lz). Having determined this row, the operator arranges it at the index position i = 1, . . . m which corresponds to the grid point g i . The row-rearrangement operator Υ G m is useful when the subgradient envelope of a sum is being calculated. Namely, note that the subgradient envelope of the sum over a finite set of functions (f k ) k∈K ⊂ L is calculated in terms of subgradients of the summands
That is, if (L k ) k∈K are matrix representatives of convex functions (f k ) k∈K , then as a direct consequence of (8.5), we conclude that
Similarly, a subgradient of the maximum
over a finite family (f a ) a∈A ⊂ L can be calculated in terms of subgradients of the argument functions
where a(g) ∈ A denotes an index, where the maximum is attained
If (L a ) a∈A are matrix representatives of convex functions (f a ) a∈A , then we conclude as a direct consequence of (8.7) , that
where the symbol ⊔ a∈A Υ G m L a denotes a matrix obtained by binding row by row all matrices Υ G m L a , for a ∈ A. In the next section, we use these results in our algorithm. For this, let us fix a combination of (8.6) and (8.8) as follows:
Then it holds that a matrix representative of
9. Algorithmic implementation. In our approach, the approximate value function calculation is established in two steps. First, we replace the integration by a finite summation, which is then followed by an application of the subgradient envelope operator. With this two-step approximation, we obtain functions (v
of the reward and the scrap functions, for all p ∈ P , a ∈ A, and times t = 0, . . . , T − 1.
• Implement the row re-arrangement operator Υ G m . Recursion: Start the recursion at the matrices
for all p ∈ P (9.4) and for t = T − 1, . . . , 0 calculate recursively for all p ∈ P V n,m t
10. Illustration. We now illustrate the properties of our methodology with the analysis of the storage facility management problem introduced in Section 3.
We assume that the commodity price follows an auto-regression of order eight, which we realize as a Markovian evolution on the state space R 8 .
for t ∈ Z, driven by the sequence (ε) t∈Z of independent identically distributed random variables. In the state space formulation, we realize such process as the eighth component (Z (8) t ) t∈N of the state space process (Z t = (Z
. . . . . . . . .
which obviously fulfills the linear state dynamics Z t+1 = W t+1 Z t t ∈ Z required for a convex switching system. Having specified the distribution of ε t as the uniform distribution on the interval [−1, 1] for each t ∈ Z, we apply our sampling procedure with n = 19 points equidistantly distributed from −0.95 to 0.95. Furthermore, we generate a grid of m = 200 points which are obtained as a random sample from a trajectory of (Z t ) t∈N and set the costs parameter as c = 1 in (4.3). With this data, the recursions (9.4), (9.5) p ∈ P , z ∈ R 9 . To show the performance of this strategy, we applied the decision rule π m,n 0 to a test sample (Z t (ω)) 500 t=1 . Figure (10.1) shows the joint evolution of the price sample path (Z (8) t (ω)) t=1 , the resulting optimal storage levels (stepwise constant, oscillating between 1=empty and 3=full), and the running reward (stepwise constant, increasing). Notice that in order to be able to include all three time evolutions on the same plot, we scaled all processes down to the interval [0, 1]. Finally, let us comment on the calculation performance. The implementation is realized in the language R on the level of S4-classes. The time consuming calculation (9.5) is implemented in C++ using linear algebra routines from LAPACK which are included into R code via packages inline, Rcpp, and RcppArmadillo. To measure the calculation time, the command system.time() has been applied on value iteration routine. For 25 iterations with above parameters, the total time (user time + system time, after garbage collection) was measured as 2.058 seconds for a calculation on Dell Precision M6400 with Intel(R) Core(TM)2 Duo CPU T9600, 2.80GHz, with speed 1,600.00 MHz under SUSE Linux operating system.
Remark: Although the test run (10.1) shows a stable increase of the running accumulated reward, it is not possible to assess the precision of the approximate calculation by comparison to the exact solution, since the latter is not known. Unfortunately, this situation is generic, because exact and explicit solutions to finite-horizon control problems are rarely available. For the well-studied case of the American put valuation, we have compared the presented approach with other control methods. Given appropriate grid and sample choice, and using sufficiently tight time discretization, our algorithm was able to achieve remarkable precision. However, extensive numerical experiments did not show evidence that the suggested convex switching approach is superior to the traditional trinomial tree methods, in terms of calculation speed. It seems that most of the calculation time is being spent on matrix multiplications. Here, a significant performance improvement seems possible, by additively splitting the disturbance matrix W t into a random and non-random part. Moreover, a notable precision and performance improvement could be achieved by adaptive grid changes in the backward induction. Despite an obvious need for further research on the improvement of the presented method, we shall emphasize its distinct advantages for practical use, even in the present form. Namely, usual problems in real-world applications are inherently high dimensional. Keeping in mind that no working control solution is available, the practical challenge is to determine a robust, reliable, and fast algorithm to determine a control policy of an acceptable quality. The above example
indicates that in the setting of convex switching systems, our algorithm could be a preferred choice -as we have demonstrated, a reasonable solution to a nine dimensional control problem is delivered within two seconds. To the best of the authors knowledge, such a result can not be reached by any other numerical optimal control method known to date.
11. Conclusion. Relevant real-world optimal control problems are notoriously challenging, due to high-dimensionality of the state space. We demonstrate that the classical function-based methods can be improved in the context of convex switching systems. We believe that our method can be useful when other techniques fail by reaching their computational limits.
